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Optimal FOV Sizes for 3D Diagnosis
- Increase your diagnosis and treatment accuracy.
- Multi FOV sizes range from 5x5 to 12 x 9

Special SW for Specialists
- Analyze 3D images with advanced tools
and functions.
- Ez3D-i supports effective and efficient
communication with your patients.

Wide Range of Ceph Modes
- Scan Type: LAT / Full LAT
- One Shot Type: Small / Medium / Large

Magic PAN
- It brings you the best optimized panoramic image.
- Magic PAN applies to all areas of the image.

a specific

as well as

POWERFUL
DIAGNOSTIC SOFTWARE
EASY TO LEARN, EASY TO USE

Smart Click
Simply click any part of VR image!
It immediately gives you
the optimal image information
without additional adjustment of axes.

Ez3D-i will make your diagnosis easier and more professional.
This innovative software is easy to learn and use which save your time and increase productivity.

- Just two simple clicks are enough to
insert the fixture anywhere you want.
It streamlines the entire process, which
was previously complicated and unwieldy.

Simple Tool Bar
Well-organized tool bar with
intuitive icons makes your workflow
faster and simpler. They are placed
in an easy to follow diagnostic
sequence.

- Visually impressive fixtures and 3D bone
density will make your consultation more
powerful and it will increase the case
acceptance.

VR Control & Navigator
With one simple click, you can
control VR direction as you intend.
Navigator lets you know which
part of the image is currently
being shown.

Smart Clipping
- Smart clipping enables you to clip and
see the 3D image in the direction as
it is shown on the screen.
- Core advantage being that sections can be
viewed in 3D and you can easily identify
which cross section they are observing
at the moment.

Multi View Tab
Ez3D-i view tab consists of
MPR, Curve, Implant, Consult,
Report, etc.

Special Report &
Consult View
- With various reporting functions and
reporting modes to choose from, it is
simple to create an electronic PDF report
as well as email images fast and easily.
- Ez3D-i enables you to consult with
a full size image using various tools.

High quality volume rendering

Various VR coloring modes

the purposes of
diagnostic needs.
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20X20cm (8X8”)

23X25cm (9X10”)

30X25cm (12X10”)

SC 21X23cm (8.3X9.1” ) [LAT,PA,SMV,Waters View,Carpus]
27X23cm (10.6X9.1” ) [Full LAT]
OS 20X20cm (8X8 ” ) [LAT, PA]
23X25cm (9X10 ” ) [LAT,PA,SMV,Waters View,Carpus]
OP 20X20cm (8X8 ” ) [LAT, PA]
23X25cm (9X10 ” ) [LAT, PA]
30X25cm (12X10 ” ) [LAT,PA,SMV,Waters View,Carpus]

Ceph FOV Size
5X5, 8X5 : 0.12mm / 0.2mm,
8X8, 12X9 : 0.2mm / 0.3mm
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